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ProDictate
 mobile dictation

Mobile

ProDictate Mobile is a mobile dictation solution which enhances 

smartphones with professional dictation functionality, reducing the 

eff ort and steps involved in recording and processing dictation for me-

dical practices, law offi  ces, hospitals and insurance companies – simply 

and at low cost. After the system software has been installed, dictation 

can be conveniently recorded, processed and sent. Our extended ver-

sions, ProDictate Mobile Advanced and Pro Dictate Mobile Enterprise 

provide you with public key cryptography for secure encryption of your 

dictate.

ProDictate Mobile is a modern and fl exible client-server architecture 

enables it, to connect remote workers cost-eff ectively via reliable data 

transfer. Data export and complete integration with internal back-of-

fi ce solutions and HIS systems are available. The author can select fi le 

references prior to dictation. Thus dictations can be referenced conve-

niently and then correctly fi led by the transcriptionist. This saves time 

and processing steps and also reduces operating expenses thanks to 

faster and improved workfl ow.  Additionally our solution provides fully 

automatic speech recognition with automatic delivery to the author.

Once recorded and processed, dictation can be sent to existing digi-

tal dictation systems by UMTS, WLAN, GPRS or e-mail. Automatic data 

import by the server ensures that dictation is instantly available to 

transcriptionists. The dictations can be replayed using ProPlayer play-

back software and controlled by a foot switch. In addition to suppor-

ting the AMR format, ProPlayer is a professional playback application 

for AMR, DSS, DS2, OKIADPCM, TRUESPEACH and WAV encoded fi les.

ProDictate Mobile
The dictation software from Devacon, enables mobile dictation 

on smartphones such as BlackBerry, iPhone, Android und Nokia E Series.
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Easy installation

Seamless database integration

AES encryption of data and data transfers

Supports BlackBerry, iPhone, Android and Nokia E Series

Easy licensing and remote confi guration

Data can be easily exported to other dictation solutions

Benefi ts

Turns your Smartphone into a modern, easy to use digital dictation device

Single User and enterprise versions available

Geographically distant employees can be easily linked into digital 

dictation infrastructure

Supports recording, playback, fast-forward, rewind, fl ag setting, 

delete and insert

Utilizes AES encryption

Remote confi guration via ProDictate dictation management system

Integrates seamlessly with server based speech recognition solutions

Supports BIS, BES, Direct TCP, UMTS, WLAN, GPRS

Features


